EXCELLENCE IN POLYMER FLOORING

Stacked Pancake House
Crestwood, Illinois
The Challenge
Beauty, Performance and Budget

In selecting flooring for their second Stacked Pancake House location, the Demacopoulos family – owners Thomas and Cristina, along with interior designer Nike – turned to Michael Harrington of Epoxy Flooring Installations, Inc., for help. The Demacopoulos’ wanted a look that would support the modern, upscale décor planned for the restaurant dining room, as well as heavy duty, USDA compliant flooring for back-of-the-house. Simple maintenance was a must. And because the new Stacked was being constructed from the ground up, the budget for finishes was unavoidably tight.

The Solution
Design and Function, Stacked to the Max

The solution was to install several different Florock Systems throughout the restaurant, each providing ideal durability and functionality in specific work stations, while saving enhanced aesthetics for the customer-accessed areas only.

In the kitchen and server station, FlorCrete RT Urethane Mortar provides the industrial-grade performance needed: Excellent resistance to thermal shock, impact, acids and salts, plus tolerance for ongoing moist conditions.

The storage and office floors, while appearing to have the same surface as the kitchen, were actually coated with the economical FloroShop System, which offers optimal protection for these general service areas.

For maximum visual impact and long-wearing performance in the dining room and restrooms, the FloroTalic System with FloroWear High Traffic Urethane topcoat was selected. The subtle coloring and organic patterns contribute to the restaurant’s inviting, modern vibe, while the tough urethane surface provides outstanding abrasion resistance and a mild, slip-inhibiting texture that’s easy to clean.

When it comes to great flooring, Stacked has it all – special performance behind the scenes and “wow effect” aesthetics for guests to enjoy!

Systems

**Dining Room**
- FloroTalic Shadow Grey over White Basecoat with Finish Coat of FloroWear 7100 Clear

**Kitchen and Server Station**
- FloroCrete RT Grey with Sand Broadcast and Finish Coat of FloroWear 7100 White Knight Grey

**Storage and Offices**
- FloroShop White Knight Grey